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PR EFAC E

India has only 1.3 hospital beds per 1,000 people-significantly lower than the 
guideline of 3.5 beds defined by World Health Organisation. One of the means 
to address this demand- supply gap is increase in the number of beds as close 
as possible to match the growth in population.

This is one area where a shift to construction materials that facilitate faster 
construction will play a pivotal role. Gyproc false ceiling and drywall technology 
is a proven and preferred technology used worldwide by the healthcare industry 
to deliver high performance hospitals as per globally recognised standards. 
Gyproc drywall technology delivers the following advantages to a hospital:

• Faster construction leading to faster opening of hospital

• Fire life safety (30 min to 4 hrs)

• Superior acoustic comfort (from 45 STC to 70 STC)

• Improvement in Indoor Air Quality

• Sustainable construction (water free technology using 100% recyclable material)

With this sector guide, we are showcasing how Gyproc drywall 
will meet your design requirements, the various solution available 
from us, few of the projects done by Gyproc in India and how 
Gyproc can help you build your hospital. 
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I NTRODUCTIONI NTRODUCTION

Hospital buildings are most demanding when meeting safety, Indoor quality and 
comfort. We can not compromise on any of these parameter while designing a 
healthcare space. 

Good Design can reduce anxiety, Lower blood pressure, improve 
the post-operative course, reduce the need for pain medication and 
shorten the hospital stay.

ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICES

CONSULTATION 
AREAS

RADIOLOGY
ROOM

PHARMACIES

ENTRANCE &
RECEPTION

ICU OT PATIENT ROOMS

Healthcare premises are distributed into:

• Patient Area

• Administrative area

• Consultancy rooms

• Pharmacy

• Critical area room (ICU / ICCU / OT etc.)

*Typical hospital layout



DESIGN CONSI DERATIONS

Fire And Life Safety 

Durability Of  The Premises

Acoustic Comfort

Indoor Air Quality And Patients Health

Other Design Considerations



FI R E AN D LI FE SAFETY

Healthcare buildings are complex by nature and present particularly challenging 
environments when it comes to fire safety and planning, where patients have a 
high dependence on the staff for their wellbeing.

Safety in healthcare building is related to specific requirements and standards, 
especially concerning fire risk.

• Fire  Hazard  can be  devastating for patients  as they have limited mobility in 
case of evacuation (Operation rooms, intensive care etc.)

• Beyond the human casualties, a fire is often also a financial disaster for a 
hospital, due to the loss of the expensive equipments.

The holistic approach
Fire starts when a flammable and/or a combustible material along with adequate 
supply of oxygen or another oxidizer are subjected to enough heat.

• Fire will sustain only if there is a supply of Heat-Oxygen-Fuel forming the 
Fire Triangle

• Removing any one component from the triangle will prevent a fire from starting 
or will douse it

Two ways of fire protection 
Active measures

These directly work towards controlling the fire, for example smoke alarms and 
sprinklers.

Passive measures

These measures control the spread of fire from one side of the surface to the 
other. For example using materials with limited or no contribution to spread of 
fire, and using Compartmentation (walls) to curb an existing fire.



Standards followed for fire performance
*BS 476 (4,6,7,11) : Fire tests on building materials

*BS Part 20 : Methods for determination of the fire resistance of elements of 
construction (General Principles)

*BS Part 22 : Methods of determination of the fire resistance of non-load 
bearing elements of construction

Compartmentation
The spread of fire within a building can be restricted by sub-dividing it into 
compartments separated from one another by walls and/or floors of fire resisting 
construction. The objectives are two fold:

• To prevent rapid fire spread which could trap occupants in the building.

• To reduce the chances of fires becoming large, which are more dangerous not 
only to occupants and fire service personnel, but also to people in the vicinity 
of the building.

Test criteria
Load-bearing Capacity/ Stability
• Failure occurs when the specimen collapses under load

*Reference layout – To highlight fire compartmentation 

Integrity
• Failure occurs when the specimen develops cracks or openings through which 

flames or hot gases can pass.

Insulation
• Failure occurs when the temperature of the unexposed surface of the specimen 

reaches a certain level

F I R E AN D LI FE SAFETY



Most areas within healthcare buildings, due to their very nature, are subject to 
intensive use which can result to significant damage to surroundings. Unplanned 
maintenance in healthcare building can be disruptive to critical area. Hospital 
facilities are subject to major movement of people and of all sorts of equipment: 

stretchers, beds, wheelchairs, trolleys etc. This repeated circulation may lead to 
physical damage and leave visible impact on the walls of corridors and rooms. 
Hence, choice of durable material  in designing internal areas has a significant 
impact on overall cost and it also leads to more predictable maintenance cycles.

DU RABI LITY OF PR EMISES

500N static horizontal point load at 1500mm height



500N static horizontal point load at 1500mm height
Light & Medium duty 35 kg = 20 impacts Heavy 

& severe duty 60kg = 100 impacts

Summary of strength and robustness tested to BS 5234: Part 2: 1992
Requirements Tested Severe Duty

Stiffness

Surface damage by small hard body impact:
Straight partition
Right angle partition

Surface damage by large soft body impact:
Straight partition
Right angle partition

Perforation by small hard body impact:
Straight partition
Right angle partition

Resistance to structural damage by large soft body impact

Door slamming

Summary of other tests on partition specimen
Requirements Tested Performance achieved

Lightweight anchorage-Pull out

Lightweight anchorage-Pull down

Crowd Pressure

Heavy weight anchorage-Wash basin Max Rating

Heavy weight anchorage-Wash cupboard Max Rating

GYPROC DRYWALL -  DU RABI LITY

500N static horizontal point load at 1500mm height



ACOUSTIC COMFORT

Good acoustic design is fundamental to the quality of healthcare buildings. The 
control of unwanted noise improves patient privacy, dignity and sleep patterns; 
all key conditions for healing. Good acoustic design also increases the morale and 
comfort of healthcare professionals.

There are two ways to achieve acoustic comfort:

Sound Absorption (Refer Fig 1)
It is the term given to the loss of sound energy when reflected on the surface. 
Application areas : Cafeteria, meeting room, reception area etc

Sound Insulation (Refer Fig 2)
It is the term describing the reduction of sound which passes between two spaces 
separated by a dividing element (wall). The sound energy may pass through the 
dividing element (direct transmission) and through the surrounding structures 
(Indirect or flanking transmission).

Application area : Corridor to patient room, Consultation room, ICU, Opration 
Theatre room, Radiology room etc.

Type of material Absorption

Mineral Fibre tiles 0.5 NRC (%0% Sound Absorption)

Gyptone 0.7 NRC (70% Sound Absorption)

Ecophon 0.9 NRC (90% Sound Absorption)
Selection of partition wall (HTM 56 criteria)
Designers can use HTM 56 for selecting level of sound insulation required between 
adjacent spaces.

Using the principles outlined in HTC 56 following are the considerations for the 
relevant areas:

• The subjective privacy requirements

• The mechanical services noise levels

The matrix of activity spaces in  following Table has been compiled to assist the 
design team in determining a suitable sound insulation grade for some common 
partition situations in Healthcare areas. These relate only to the partition 
between any two adjacent spaces.

Standard Acoustic table

*STC / RW Speech Audibility Noise Control Rating 

15 to 25 Normal speech can be understood Poor

25 to 35 Loud speech easily understood. Normal speech 50% understood Marginal

35 to 45 Loud speech 50% understood. Normal speech faintly heard but 
not understood  

Good

45 to 55 Loud speech faintly heard, but not understood. Normal speech 
usually inaudible

Very Good

55 and up Loud speech usually inaudible  Excelllent

Given a typical background noise level of 30db on the listening side  

Fig 1

Fig 2



ACOUSTIC COMFORT

Flanking of sound can happen due to the junctions in the wall, running services 
into the walls, or through the gaps between the walls and the ceiling. 

A reduction in flanking transmissoin will help in achieving good room acoustics. 

1 Direct transmission

2 Flanking transmission via adjacent constructions (floor, wall and ceiling)

3 Transmission via ceiling void, windows, ventilation ducts etc.

4 Leakage

 S- Source room

 R- Receiving room

 B- Separating building element - drywall partition

Schematic of leakages due to flanking sound
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Consulting room D D E D E D F F E E

Examination room D D F E D D D F F E E

Treatment rooms F D F E E D D E D E

Speech therapy rooms E E E E F E F F

Offices D D F E E D D E E F D F D

Seminar rooms E D E F D C E D D E D E C

Single-bed wards D D E D E D F F E E

Multi-bed wards F F E E D F D D E E E D

Day rooms F F D E D F D C D E D D

Nurseries D F E E D D E D E

Toilets and bathrooms E E E F D D E E E E D E D

Utility rooms D F E E D D E D E

Ward pantries E E E F D C E D D E D E C

Plant motor rooms A

Grade A B C D E F

Minimum airborne weighted 
sound reduction index Rw dB

No requirement 33 38 43 48 53

Acoustics requirement – HTM 56

Sound insulation is measured by two commonly used terms - Sound 
Trandsmission Class (STC) and Weighted Sound Reduction index (RW). Both the 
terms define different standards however, the result is more or less the same.



I N DOOR AI R QUALITY

In general, we spend 90% of our time indoors & we breathe between 8000 to 
12000 liters of air per day. It is now proved that the indoor air that we breathe 
is polluted and it directly affect the health of the occupier. Being an healthcare 
facility, indoor air quality become even more critical.

Pollutants such as VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) are present as gases at 
room temperature. These are hazardous to health in short term or long term. 

Among the VOCs, formaldehyde is the significant aldehyde which is present in 
the highest concentration. Formaldehyde has an impact on the human well-
being. It emits from different sources like cleaning material, furniture, treated 
fabrics, etc. 

As per WHO guidelines for indoor air quality selected pollutants 2010, 
“Formaldehyde can be quantified as a very specific indoor pollutant”.

VOC concentrations in the air

Aldehydes, including formaldehyde,
are the most prevalent pollutants
within indoor air.



I N DOOR AI R QUALITY

Gyproc Activ’Air ™
A plasterboard with an Innovative technology that improves Indoor Air Quality by permanently removing 

formaldehyde circulating indoors.

How Gyproc Activ’Air™ Works?

Note : Formaldehyde concentration will be reduced by 70% When 1m2 of Activ’Air™ is installed per m3

 * Inert compound does not react further.



Anchor Load bearing capacity

Application area : Light weight photo 

frames, light duty electrical systems, 

light weight cabinets etc.

Application area : LCD TVs, Picture 

frames, Light shelves or AC units etc

Application area : Large wall 

cupboards, heavy wall cabinets, 

medical equipments etc

 

Heavy weight fixing
Loading constitutes a very important part in the construction of drywall. Loads 
vary from static to moving loads in hospitals. In a modern hospitality space the 
weight varies from a light 30kgs to a benchmark of 250kgs. Gypsum Drywall are 
typically designed to take load of doors of 2.4m x 1.2m weighing over 100kgs and 
can support up to a million movements without any deflection in the wall.

 Loading can be of two types:

• Planned loading – Planned loading is done through weight fixtures which 
are planned during the design of a drywall and depend on the weight per 
linear meter.

• Unplanned loading – Unplanned loading is done through light weight 
fixtures which are mounted directly on the finished drywall using specially 
designed fasters.

OTH ER DESIGN R EQU I R EMENTS



Service management

Drywalls are more convenient than brick/block construction when it comes 
to passing pipes for plumbing, electrical and gases or fitting switch boxes 
into them, as the metal framing has utility slots for services. Ledge walls 
can be created in drywalls to accommodate heavy sewage pipes. Also, it’s 
very easy to install flush tanks in washrooms with the help of supports and 
fasteners. Repair and maintenance becomes easy with these walls.

Electrical Services Mechanical Services

OTH ER DESIGN R EQU I R EMENTS

Gas Pipes



Hydrothermal performance Radiological protection Biological Protection

Hydrothermal performance
Partitions for general use in areas of normal humidity should be capable of 
withstanding 25% to 65% relative humidity over a temperature range of 10°C to 
25°C Intermittent contact with water and water vapor. Partitions for use in areas 
of high humidity with their finishes should be capable of withstanding 25% to 
100% relative humidity over a temperature range of 10°C to 30°C.

More onerous conditions may be encountered in the vicinity of heating and 
cooking appliances where rapid changes from 0°C to 25°C have been known to 
coincide with humidity levels down to 25% relative humidity. Gyproc Drywall 
will satisfy all normal humidity requirements. In areas of high relative humidity, 
and also in areas subject to intermittent contact with water including kitchens, 
hydrotherapy departments, toilets, washrooms and tiled wet use areas, the use 
of Gyproc Moisture Resistant board is recommended.

Radiological protection
Where shielding of electrical equipment is required, e.g. plant rooms, control 
centers and intensive care units, plasterboard laminated with KPF foil can be used.

For shielding against X-rays, proprietary lead-lined plasterboards can provide the 
required level of protection. The lead-lined boards are normally fixed as the inner 
layer in a Gyproc Drywall, with an additional lead infill strip being incorporated 
into the studs at panel joints and screw fixings to maintain continuity of lead 
along the joints and thus maintain the integrity of X-ray shielding. Advice on 
the thickness of lead required can be obtained from the National Radiological 
Protection Board or Hospital Physicist.

Biological p rotection
Partition walls should not comprise materials which promote or sustain the 
growth of fungi, micro-organisms, or insects. Gyproc plasterboards are suitable 
for all applications across hospitals except clean rooms. Gyproc Drywall, when 
appropriately detailed, are therefore suitable for use in kitchen, larder, wash-up, 
or areas of similar use.

OTH ER DESIGN CONSI DERATIONS



Biological Protection

GYPROC SOLUTIONS



Public area solutions

• Corridor area

• Shaft area

• Reception area

PUBLIC AREA SOLUTIONSGYPROC SOLUTIONS



Plain ceiling

Acoustical ceiling -  Ecophon

ODS
Acoustic

(NRC)

As applicable 0.9

PUBLIC AREA SOLUTIONSGYPROC SOLUTIONS

Legend

ODS - Overall Depth of System
mm - millimetr
min - minutes
dB - decibel
NRC - Noise Reduction Coefficent

Corridor to room

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

124 120 53

Corridor to bathroom

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

123 60 53

Corridor to reception area

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

98 60 46

Shaft wall

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

102 120 45

Gyoroc Polyshield

Suitable for use in environments 

requiring up to clean room class 100



Patient / Consultation room 
dry area system 

• Ward rooms

• Consultation room

• Services and support area

• Intensive care

• Administrative area

Patient / Consultation room 
wet area systems

• Ward room washroom

• House keeping

• Public toilet

• Canteen

• Laundry

• Kitchen

PATIENT / CONSULTATION ROOM AREA SYSTEMSGYPROC SOLUTIONS



PATIENT / CONSULTATION ROOM AREA SYSTEMSGYPROC SOLUTIONS

Wet area celling

Room to room

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

98 60 46

Ward room to Consultation room

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

123 60 53

Room to corridor

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

132 120 50

Corridor to bathroom

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

102 60 44

Canteen walls

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

122 60 50

Laundry / Kitchen walls

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

113 60 50

Activ’Air ™ ceiling



Critical area system

• Operation Theater

• ICU / ICCU

• Radiology room

• Neonatology

• Transplantation areas

CRITICAL AREA SYSTEMGYPROC SOLUTIONS



CRITICAL AREA SYSTEMGYPROC SOLUTIONS

Ward room to Consultation room

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

123 60 53

Room to corridor

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

132 120 52

Corridor to room

Wall
Thickness

Fire Rating
in min

Acoustic
Rw dB

124 120 53

Activ’Air ™ ceiling

Ecophon HygieneTM

Gyoroc Polyshield

Suitable for use in environments 

requiring up to clean room class 100



GYPROC PROJ ECT R EFER ENC ES



FORTIS H EALTHCAR E,  BENGALU RU

Owner / Client : Fortis Healthcare

Architect : RSP Consultants

Area of application

 Patients room to room

 Patient room to bathroom

 Corridor area

Corridor walls and Patients room to room 

Gyproc® drywall systems (98mm) +

Performance level STC 46, FR (1 hrs)  

Patients room to bathroom

 Gyproc® drywall systems (100mm) +

Performance level STC 49, FR (1 hrs)  



ASIAN H EART I NSTITUTE,  BKC -  MUMBAI

Owner / Client : Asian Heart Institute

Architect : Edifice

Area of application

 Patients room to room

 Patient room to wet area

 All Corridor partition

Patients room to room and Corridor 

Gyproc® drywall systems (123mm) +

Performance level STC 53, FR (1 hrs)  

Patients room to bathroom

Gyproc® drywall systems (122.5mm) +

Performance level STC 53, FR (1 hrs)  



Owner / Client : Beams Hospital

Architect : HOSMAC

Area of application

 Patients room to room

 Patient room to wet area

 All Corridor partition

Patients room to room and Corridor 

Gyproc® drywall systems (123mm) +

Performance level STC 53, FR (1 hrs)  

Patients room to Bathroom

Gyproc® drywall system (97mm)

Performance level STC 43, FR (30min.)

BEAMS HOSPITAL,  BENGALU RU & HYDERABAD



Owner / Client : Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital

Architect : HOSMAC

Area of application

 Patients room to room

 Dividing wall between ICU bed

Patients room to room 

Gyproc® drywall systems (101mm) +

Performance level STC 50, FR (1 hrs) 

Dividing wall between ICU bed

Gyproc® drywall systems (98mm) +

Performance level STC 46, FR (1 hrs)  

DR.  RAM MANOHAR LOH IA HOSPITAL (DRML) ,  DELH I



Owner / Client : Sri Kavery Medical Care

Architect : Cuboid Architect & Interiors

Area of application

 Corridor area

 Patients room to room

 Consultation room

Corridor area, Patients room to room

and Consultation room

Gyproc® drywall systems (132mm) +

Performance level STC 50, FR (90 min.) 

SR I  KAVERY MEDICAL CAR E,  C H EN NAI



Owner / Client : Fortis Healthcare

Architect : STUP Consultants

Area of application

 Patients room to room

 Dividing wall between ICU room

Dividing wall between ICU bed

Gyproc® drywall systems (98mm) +

Performance level STC 46, FR (1 hrs)  

Patients room to room

Gyproc® drywall systems (100mm) +

Performance level STC 49, FR (1 hrs)  

FORTIS  H EALTHCAR E,  KOLKATA



Owner / Client : Vasan eye care

Architect : HOSMAC

Area of application

 Corridor wall

 Consultation room

 Patients room to room walls

Corridor wall, Consultation room and 

Patients room to room 

Gyproc® drywall systems (100mm) +

Performance level STC 49, FR (1 hrs)  

VASAN EYE CAR E,  SU RAT



Owner / Client : Amri Hospital

Architect : Edifice Architects

Area of application

 Patients room to room wall

 Corridor walls

Patients room to room wall

and Corridor walls

Gyproc® drywall systems (123mm) +

Performance level STC 53, FR (1 hrs)  

AMR I  HOSPITALS,  BH U BAN ESWAR



SPARSH HOSPITALS,  BENGALU RU

Owner / Client : Sparsh Hospital

Architect : Design Q Consultants

Area of application

 Patients room to room wall

 Corridor walls

Corridor walls

Gyproc® drywall systems (98mm) +

Performance level STC 46, FR (1 hrs)  

Patients room to room

Gyproc® drywall systems (97mm) +

Performance level STC 43, FR (30min.)



Design

• Dedicated design centre for all technical queries with respect to design 

and calculation

• Customised solution for acoustic, fire, IAQ, impact and wet areas

• Design advice includes specification and provision of CAD details if required

Execution Support

• Onsite guidance during execution by team of technical site specialist

• Offsite training at Gyproc Academy in Jind, Wada and Bangalore 

for contractors

HOW GYPROC CAN H ELP YOU



Material Availability

For ease of material availability at your site, we have 3 plants in India 

which supplies material to below mention regiions:

• Wada (near Mumbai) - west region

• Bengaluru - south region

• Jind (near Delhi) - north and east region

Certification

• Provides specific certificate for different performances of drywall

HOW GYPROC CAN H ELP YOU



follow us on


